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Doug Blake Trophy Slip End (Luton) 30 September 2007

First thing to say is that the venue has changed due to widening of the M1 currently being undertaken 
for what seems like a couple of years with much linger I suspect to go.  The change being brought 
about by the fact that the flying site is right next to the motorway, something I was aware but until 
the banked earth and bushes were removed I hadn’t realised how near.  Widening works meant that 
part of the area taken up by the tennis courts is encroached upon therefore those courts will now 
close and new courts are being built closer to the pavilion.  Looks nasty for the C/L flyer but in fact 
makes little difference in that three circles can still be used.
Three events were run those being F2B, Classic and Class 11.  Weather was perfect, mainly overcast 
and a very light breeze.  Having said that it was apparent from a couple of comments from flyers that 
although the two F2B circles were close together conditions were very different in that the circle I 
judged in had the gentle breeze whereas the other, I suppose due to shielding from the trees had none 
thus line tension was an issue.  Generally therefore scores in the other circle were slightly lower.
The winner of the Doug Blake trophy being Robert Kitley followed very closely by Roy Cherry and 
Peter Jackson.
I seem to recall reading somewhere that modern R/C aerobatics no longer follow many years later 
with innovations applied to F2B however I’m not so sure.  There is no doubt that some of the 
silencers used in C/L are far superior to R/C but the big gulf lies with model finish.  The majority of 
C/L models I saw were far far superior to the majority of R/C aerobatic models and of course 
virtually all are built by the flyer and to say lovingly constructed is not too strong and this reflects in 
the care tended.  Whilst there is still use of plastic coverings most models are a combination of tissue 
and nylon and the results are phenomenal.  Mind you the work put into them is equally phenomenal. 
At the present time I would comment that R/C still has a lot to learn.  
Sorry the photos I hastily snapped do not do service to the models.

                    
Brian Turner’s superb model                                         Gary Church’s X-cite

                    
                                                                                  Steve Foster’s Mustang - incredible
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Dick Stepney’s Oriental rolling to a stop

                       
M1 proximity to the site!                                 Steve Foster’s immaculate Dongus with Enya 19

                     
  Mick Castell’s Hurricane – superb                         Inverted Robert Kitley model

   
  Robert Kitley model up right way             
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D A Paveley by Bob Dartnell  (Article written in 1999 I thought of interest JP)

I read with some interest the piece on D A Paveley in the September newsletter (This being the 
RPMAC newsletter from 1999) and was very surprised to hear that he may still be in the “land of the 
living” and at a grand old age of 104.  I first became aware of the man in 1956.  I would have been 7 
years old at the time and had recently moved from Clapham to Wimbledon.
I well recall my dad taking me to visit Paveley’s model shop in Replingham Road, Southfields, very 
near to where we were living at the time. I use the term “model shop” loosely, as my recollections at 
the time were of a dingy old shop front, dark green 
paintwork, with the Paveley name above.  Its redeeming 
feature was the window display; centre stage was to Mr 
Paveley’s three-cylinder compressed air motor complete 
with, what seemed at the time, a gigantic wooden prop.  On 
either side of the motor were various cups and shields, 
other bits and bobs and many photographs completed the 
display, which for this starry-eyed youngster never ceased 
to fascinate.  I soon realised that this man, Mr Paveley, was 
something of a pioneer.  Entering the shop was akin to 
going through the front door of a house, a short passageway 
leading to the counter, which could not have been more
than three feet across, behind which the merest                       Paveley C1921 pumping up model
of modeling goods were offered for sale, a few
Keil-Kraft rubber kits, some decent balsa sheet, tins of dope and some smelly stuff in a black tube to 
stick it all together with.  It would be another couple of years before I would venture into Paveley’s 
shop without my dad in tow and spend my own pocket money.  On Saturday mornings, together with 
a good mate, we would cycle down to the model shop and purchase enormous bundles of balsa off 
cuts for mere pennies, easily affordable at the time and, of course a couple of those black tubes of 
sticky stuff.  Thinking back to those Saturday mornings, I have many fond memories.  I well 
remember old Mr Paveley working away sawing up great logs of balsa, hence all the off cuts, the 
whole shop being carpeted from floor to ceiling with years and years of fossilised balsa dust. 
Another of my memories is that of my mate, the balsa off cuts he would buy he did nothing with, 
and as usual I would end up with them.  It was that stuff in the black tube that interested him, he 
said, “it smelt nice” all this in 1958, but as they say, that’s another story.  Secondary education 
beckoning, I chose the only school to offer a subject that I was remotely interested in e.g.: a model 
aircraft club, to which I promptly enrolled as a member.  The club was organised by one of our 
schoolmasters a Mr A J Dorrel, a name not unfamiliar to one - a Mr J Perry.  It was, at around this 
time, that I, together with a few friends from the school club, joined the Richmond and District 
MAC, more commonly referred to, by us youngsters as the “Gremlins”.  It was also at this time, as a 
young Gremlin, that I first met the infamous Tomlin twins, “bitsa” motorbikes and all.  Although by 
now we were all frequenting the better stocked model shops within the locality and without doubt, 
we were spoilt for choice, with JGS Clark, Bill Davis at East Sheen, EF Russ and not forgetting 
Tooting Bec Models.  I would guess that it was around 1962/63 that the Paveley model shop doors 
finally closed, as a model shop a least.  The common belief at the time was that the old chap had 
passed on, I do recall my dad’s remarks, “I wonder what became of that old compressed air motor” 
indeed I wonder, anyone know the answer?  The Paveley model shop soon reopened, only this time 
selling second hand car parts and once again I was to become a regular patron, not for balsa off cuts 
but some obscure part for whatever old banger of a car I was blessed with at the time.
To finalise, let me say, without doubt, Paveley was one of the great pioneers and whose contribution 
to the world of model aviation has never been fully recognised.   (A challenge for more articles on 
Paveley.  If anyone can oblige it would be nice to include in a future S&T – JP)   
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Another Plan - Keil Kraft Gypsy

Kapitan by Geoff Northmore

              Another journey down memory lane for this particular model. The original Aeromodeller 
plan dates to the late 40's I seem to remember and it was obviously a foreign design. I purchased the 

plan some years ago and decided to enlarge it by 50%. 
My then new OS20 FS and 3 channel radio for 
throttle, rudder and all moving tail plane provided the 
necessary extras. Kapitan turned out to be a first class 
flier, basic aerobatics were no problem and it had a 
very good glide performance too.
Those who do not know the model or plan may notice 
that the photos show the wing having a reflex section 
at its centre as per original plan. Only the designer 
and God alone know why, but Kapitan's performance 

didn't appear to suffer. This partial reflex was achieved by my soaking the T/E well and using 
graduated wedges commencing at the centre and allowing a gentle transition to a normal wing 
section at the wing tip with all pinned down until completely dry.
A fuselage side hatch allowed access to the radio gear. 
The all moving tail plane was based on the original design, 
which used a dowel as a pivot and a vertical line of 
small holes, which a wire engaged to vary the tail plane 
incidence.  The original wing had a centre ply tongue, 
which was lowered in to the pylon and secured by a couple 
of balsa sheer pins. I basically followed this system, but 
locked the wing securely with two small bolts passing 
through the resulting ply sandwich. Each bolt had a small 
hole drilled through its end and a sprung wire keeper, 
similar to a safety pin, went through this hole.
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The model flying surfaces were covered in Solartex whilst the fuselage was covered with tissue and 
varnished over. Some black paint trim finished the artwork! The model survived for years until 
being sold on as a trainer via a shop.

The photos show my wife (hating being photographed) plus 
model, Kapitan's bare bones and the last two a head on view 
and lastly me 
offering a 
prayer on 
bended 
knees to that 
engine starting 
"being" in the 
sky. Geoff 

Northmore.
P.S. Kapitan is also a good free flight performer.

Another plan – Veron Consul

Phil Smith very kindly 
put together the 
following notes:-  The 
Veron ‘Consul’ is one 
of a set of four ‘Combi-
kits’ designed for 
economy design and 
construction by having 
one standard die cut 
sheet for all four kits, 
plus a standard bundle 
of strip balsa parts (all 
to the same sizes and 
numbers for such items 
as leading edges, spars 
and trailing edges.)  The 
others are ‘Coupe’, 
‘Cadillac’ and ‘Corsair’, 
in such forms as high-

wing, low-wing, mid-wing & cabin formats.  All had their own boxes and illustrations on the lid! 
And all the same price too!  And – if I might say so myself – all good flyers, all with a hand carved 
prop in the kits!  They ceased production about twenty-six years ago when Amerang took over 
Solarbo (who had taken over Veron)……

Addenda to the above I have since spoken to Phil and he has available all four plans, they include of 
course the plan and paper copy of die cut parts.  Cost will be £4 each including P&P in the UK.  He 
can be contacted on 01202 433431 or email me and I’ll supply address – JP

Do I sense a possible competition here for Middle Wallop and Old Warden, subject to approval by 
SAMs 1066 and 35?  If interested let me know and if good response will investigate further JP.
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David Kinsella’s Column

Ice for 007
SAM scribe and VTR expert Terry McDonald mentioned a 1930s Chums Annual (Old book title) 
which described mid Atlantic airstrips to facilitate long distance travel.  Madness? Not so!  Wartime 
convoys were in great danger because of sparse air cover.  Enter Geoff Pyke, cousin of Dr Magnus 
Pyke, inventor of Pycrete (frozen water and wood pulp, many times stronger than concrete and 
developed in Smithfield Market) who suggested 2,000ft mid Atlantic runways to cancel sub and 
surface attack, Pycrete doing the job.  Ian Fleming and Mountbatten of the WW” think tank were 
impressed but the losses declined before the ice giants could be built.

Prince Bira
Pre jet flying stories, when the world was larger and somewhat unknown, can 
still be found.  Of King & I family, Bira raced several cars (ERAs Romulus, 
Remus and Hanuman survive) and flew long distance too.  At Brooklands 
he’d be there with six or seven machines, he sailed when there was time, and 
his estate in the West boasted a huge railway room.  Books by Bira and Prince 
Chula describe the golden age in detail.

Well Spotted, Dave!
In September (S&T issue 10) Dave day pointed out that Luxembourg was 
ahead of Eagle with Dan dare, drawn in the publications by Epsom’s Frank 
Hampson.  Similarly Jimmy Bond, as 007 in the USA, piped Dr No with Sir 
Sean (1962).  In storage at Reading there’s truck loads of material on Barton 
(Noel Johnson, Don Stannard et al) but a proper book has never appeared.  Barton, like Biggles, also 
drove a V8 Allard.

Big Stuff
Long ago aero-engined cars were the way to high speed on road or track.  Here and there they are 
still created, Zborowski and Eldridge smiling from above!  In Sussex a 27-litre two-seater now 
rumbles:  engine (Merlin/Meteor), oil filters (Centurion tank), gearboxes (Jameson/GM), fuel and oil 
tanks (Rapide/Firefly), oil pump (Mosquito) and so on.  Started in 1985, stunning looks matched 
tests at Dunsfold last summer.  Another seen at Brooklands employs the famous Napier Lion 12, as 
did fur broker John Cobb.

Spike’s Island
VTR2000 was memorable for the cash, wine and books awarded, many of the 
latter signed (by Moss, Branson, Duke, de Havilland, Wilbur Smith for 
example).  One remaining was signed for me by Spike Milligan.  With its 
VTR logo it’s ready for the next one……

Studio 88
Famous artists Michael and Graham Turner offer excellent prints of 
aeroplanes and cars.  A call to 01296 338504 will secure an illustrated 
catalogue.  Christmas is coming and a high action print – Raymond Baxter in 
his Mk 16 attacking the V2 headquarters, Gladiators over Malta, Camels in 
combat – would make a fine present.

Classical RAF
After Rugby and Churchill’s Gallipoli error, young Augustus Henry Orlebar flew with the RFC, 
wings on his 5th Beds uniform.  Commanding the RAF High Speed Flight and flat out in Mitchell’s 
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masterpiece, the Schneider Trophy was won at Calshot.  Orlebar lived at Tetworth Hall in 
Bedfordshire and his son became a Concorde pilot.  Ages before, father Orlebar was on the key RAF 
base at Aden which closed in the late 1960’s.

Response from Ray Millard to Gerry Williamson’s request for electric flight 
information

Hello. I've been flying electric for some years now and although my flying areas really dictate that I 
use radio control, I have been flying little free flight Knight and Pridham 01 powered models at Old 
Warden, Barkston, and Sculthorpe, which is only about 20 minutes from home. The KP01 is lovely: 
it's foolproof and really suits some of the old Keilkraft 20 to 25" wingspan models. The little silver 
aeroplane in the picture, G-POOT, is many years old, and scuttles around the fields with its KP01 
rattling away happily. My dad flew a KK Gemini with one for a long while, and it's been making 
regular reliable flights with me since Dad flew OOS in 
2004. I don't know when I bought my first KP01, but it 
must be several years old, and is still on its original 50-mah 
cells. 
 Recently, though, I felt like electrifying something a bit 
bigger and used a Simplex 40 which is very old (1994), 
oily (after a PAW 100, a Mills 75, and a PAW 80), and 
quite heavily built.

 The SAM 35 website 
carried a review of a 
flight profiler for £26, which would, like an RC receiver, talk to a 
speed controller of a brushed or brushless motor.
 So, the Simplex now has a little brushless in it, and at the last 
Old Warden meeting, I flew it for most of the afternoon without 
once having to charge the 800mah 7.4 volt lipo. The FTP profiler 
can be programmed to give up to a minute motor run and 0 to 
100% power, and can even work a servo for DT function. I can 
fly it with such precision that I can forecast to within a few yards 

where it will land, and believe me I'm no expert! If anything, it feels a bit lighter than when I had the 
diesel in it, but I haven't checked.
Just to see if it works, I've taken the nice but noisy Wenmac 049 out of a Mitey. The Mitey, you may 

remember, is a tiny little shoulder winger, about 2 foot 
wingspan, and now, with a Fliteprof, an 8 amp speed 
controller, a Micro 5 3d and a 740 mah lipo, it flies very well 
under power. The 
glide is almost a spiral dive, but I think with a bit of c/g 
fiddling and some 
trimming it should 
become a good little 
flyer. I'll let you 
know!

Anyway, to the pictures: Bumble and GPOOT are both KP01 
powered, are both 20" wingspan, and both fly very nicely. 
Bumble is a semi own design, being my fuselage and tail, and 
a KK Nomad wing. G-POOT is a Veron scale kit of an 
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Aeronca something or other, and the Simplex has an unknown brushless (about the same as a 
Micro-5 3d), an 8-amp controller, the flight profiler, and an 800 lipo up against the front bulkhead.
 Happy flying,  Ray Millard.

As a comparison to the Li Po’s etc now in 
general use here is the battery pack in Col 
Taplin’s Radio Queen Circa mid 50’s, nearly 1 
Kg

Another response from Alan Holmes

Regarding Gerry Williamson query about electric power for a FF Tomboy my recommendation is a 
Knight and Pridham KP02. This is ideal for electric FF up to 42". KP can supply the appropriate 
battery and charger. I suggest he contacts Derek Knight, the website is: - 
http://www.kpaero.com/Default.aspx

Can anyone help with information for Bryan Passey

My name is Bryan Passey of the Clyde Valley Fliers up here in Bonnie Scotland, is anyone able to 
help me in a little research that I am doing in regard to personnel at RAF South Cerney in the 60's. I 
can be contacted on 01546 602918 or by email.     b.passey@sky.com
I read your articles with interest.  Although I am a stick and tissue man at heart, I do dabble in 
control line, team racers, scale, and speed, both piston engines and pulse jets. We have a team here 
that includes myself that fly radio controlled pulse jets (The Scottish Jet Team) We are featured on 
YOU TUBE under the heading of twin pulse jet, you may like to take a look and make a comment.
I have recently completed the lavochkin ducted fan model by the great Phil Smith together with a 
twin Rapier powered model of the Saunders Roe A/I flying boat. Both of these models were entered 
for Woodvale this year but a heart attack put an end to that. Never mind all is well now and I am 
looking forward to getting on with my current project, the Southerner Major, the large Bill Dean free 
flight design, but in this case with radio assist. All this running and puffing is getting too much for 
this AOP, but I can still manage to ride my 600ss DUCATI with some verve.
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Another Plan - Keil Kraft Senator

Cocklebarrow Sunday 7 October

The last big vintage meeting of the year that I go to and for once the weather was absolutely perfect. 
Warm, cloudy (Stops the sun in your eyes) and little drift, almost calm, what there was however was 
cross wind for the most part changing towards the end of the day.  The turn out was phenomenal as 
well, looking at the signing on sheet there were 67 entries however 2 were doubles, which put actual 
attendance at 65.  Parking was three rows down the field with more around the top and side edge. 
I’m not sure when I last saw such a multitude?  The day was fly as you like however with so many 
attending the inevitable problem of crystals and frequency clashes occurred.  The whole thing of 
course collapses when inconsiderate or forgetful flyers don’t return their Tx’s to the control tent, 
many was the call “who’s got such and such frequency peg”.   2.4 GHz next year for me I think even 
if just one model at least I should be able to fly when I want!  The only competition being Tomboy 
3’s, more of that below.
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The Ben Buckle display model                               Flair kit Astro Hog

                
                    Falcon
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Scram                                             Falcon
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A very big Coquette – Paul Howkins’                John Ashby’s Tinker with Ken Swailes’
                                                                          Coronet flown by David Boddington

               

               
                                 One of two Spooks

               
                                                                                     A beautiful Comet
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Mike Cummings starting the ED Hunter  (See below)        Garth Pearce’s Miss America  
            

                            
                                                         More Flacon photos

                           
                                                                                 John Laird’s 3x Mam’selle, repaired 
                                                                                     after Middle Wallop

                          
                      Spook                                       The Raynes Park MAC Junior 60, ED Hunter – 
Electronics expert at Raynes Park MAC, Alan Holmes, is seen making a perfect touchdown at the 
recent Cocklebarrow meeting of a Mark 1 Junior 60 powered by a 50 year old ED346 Hunter with 
throttle, which functioned very well.  Model is equipped with original MS airwheels, which enhances 
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the Vintage look of the model and displays ED Diesel bran logos (obtainable 
from the club, 02085423100).  Alan an R/C enthusiast from the early 60’s has 
flown with many of the big names including Platt, Brooks, Ewins, Olsen, 
Caveril etc.  He is currently working on two projects, Harry Hundleby’s 
“Sparky” 1950 R/C design and an all electric Junior 60 Mk 2.   Mike 
Cummings.

I’d make the comment “yes I’m considering making a Falcon - one day” JP

Tomboy Competition at Cocklebarrow

There was a good turn out of competitors and no doubt there will be a fuller report later, however for 
the time being the results for the first four places are as below.  Results kindly compiled by Tony 
Tomlin.
1st  Stephen Powell 12m 44 secs
2nd David Boddington 12m 11 secs
3rd John Bourne 12m 6 secs
4th Tom Airey 11m 59 secs
5th John Strutt 5m 24 secs
6th Tony Tomlin 5m 6 secs
7th David Stock 4m 34 secs
8th Mervyn Tilbury 3m 51 secs
9th George Ford 3m 45 secs
10th Paul Howkins 3m 35 secs

Thanks to Tony who has supplied a report of the meeting so here it is: -

Cocklebarrow Farm R/C Vintage and Tomboy 3s by Tony Tomlin

The  second  and  last  Cocklebarrow  Farm  Vintage  meeting  of  2007  took  place  at  this  pleasant 
Cotswold  site  on  7th Oct.  This  should  have  been  the  third  meeting  but  understandably  the  mid 
summer event had been cancelled because of the foot and mouth crises. We were lucky to have 
virtually  windless  conditions  with  sun most  of  the day.  This  meeting  has  always  had  a  relaxed 
[vintage!] atmosphere and this one was no exception. 
65 fliers  signed on with Tom Airey from Winchester  flying,  amongst  other  things,  his  recently 
completed Veron Mini Concord. He started building it 34 years ago and said that it was only after he 
had recently flown my Mini Concord that he was spurred on to finish the model. Tom was very 
pleased with the performance, which could only be described as sprightly. He also brought along an 
unfinished Mercury Aeronca Sedan, which he has been refurbishing and which was fitted very neatly 
with a Saito 60 Twin.
The most popular models seen were Juniors and Super Sixties including an unusual Super Sixty 
converted to a Low Wing configuration,  which flew steadily.  Of the larger models flown the x3 
Mamselle of John Laird flew well as did the Falcons of Nick Skyrme and J Towell. There were also 
3  Lanzo  Bombers  to  be  seen  with  the  model  flown  by  Peter  Rose  looking  very  smart  and  a 
Leprechaun flown by Bob Stanley, with power pod, looking very distinctive in flight.  R. Heywood 
was seen flying a x1.5 Frog Vanda and there was another Frog designed model, a Frog Jackdaw, 
belonging to A. Birch. Vic Smeed models were much in evidence, Paul Howkins had his beautiful 
scaled up Coquette, which I estimate was about x2.5 the original, and of course there were about 12 
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Tomboys,  the  majority  there  for  the  Tomboy  Competition.  As  always  there  was  a  lot  of  aero 
modelling chat going on with 2-3 models in the air most of the day.
Throughout the morning the Tomboy fliers were trying to achieve their 2 ‘maxes’ for the fly off for 
the last Tomboy3s competition of the year. This was the last of the series of seven competitions held 
at  various  meetings  and  it  was  also  the  conclusion  of  the  2007  Tomboy  League.  This  took  a 
competitors best 4 scores over the year for the final result.
10 competitors had signed on and made the fly off which was, as before, 2 flights out of 3 with 
duration greater than 4mins. The models had to be 36” Tomboys, fitted with the Mills .75 engine 
[any type] and a standard 3cc tank. All the competitors were seasoned ‘Tomboyists’ apart from new 
man Dave Stock who, after a little help from the others, soon had a competitive model. 
The starter for the fly off, when all models are launched simultaneously was James Parry.  As always 
90 secs were allowed for starting the engines, with a final 10 sec. countdown to the ‘off’. At 14.00hrs 
all eyes were on the line up of competitors and their timekeepers. The final moments before the 
launch were very exciting with the distinctive sound of 10 Mills engines revving, the need to get the 
last drop of fuel into the tank and some trying to give their engines a final ‘tweak’. As the horn 
sounded the  models  launched as  one  [nearly!]  and  within  seconds were climbing  steadily  away 
reaching for the best air.  Climb rates varied, but in the conditions as they were, all models reached a 
good height with the majority of engines stopping around 2mins 30secs. The ’old hands’ Tom Airey, 
John Bourne and David Boddington were highest with Stephen Powell, winner of 2 rounds this year, 
close behind. 
First down was Paul Howkins, closely followed by George Ford then Mervyn Tilbury. Dave Stock 
landed in 7th place, which is very creditable for his first event. Tom Airey came in 4th, John Bourne 
3rd,  with David Boddington down a few seconds later  leaving Stephen Powell  the winner by 30 
seconds.
Val  Howkins  presented  the  awards  for  the  Tomboy  3  competition  and  also  the  awards  for  the 
Tomboy League to 1st Stephen Powell, 2nd Tom Airey, and 3rd David Boddington.  Many thanks to 
Paul  and  Val  Howkins  for  setting  up  the  whole  day,  which  is  always  enjoyed  by  all,  and  for 
facilitating the running of the Tomboy Competition. 

 In 2008 it is hoped to run another series of Tomboy competitions at hopefully 8 or10 events. For 
information contact - Tony Tomlin; 02086413505 or pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com

Milton Keynes F2B control line aerobatics Sunday 14 October 2007

Again weather was perfect cloud, light wind and warm.  Compare that to the last meeting in July 
when flooded out!
The usual competitors were there but also a couple of new faces (to me anyway) to the scene this 
year such as D Richards, E Hawthorne and D Saul all gallantly competing to their credit.
This being the last such meeting this year did not mean a carnival atmosphere but perhaps some were 
weary of the hectic schedule of F2B?  

Roy Cherry was sorting his model and he did improve over the three rounds, Robert Kitley seemed a 
bit down on several manoeuvres however Glen Alison did do a couple of excellent manoeuvres as 
did John Benzing but consistently.  There was only the odd over run, couple of running out of fuel 
and one competitor who didn’t get up and started in the 1-minute requirement time.  I have to say 
compared to other aeromodelling events I’ve witnessed these flyers are normally very well prepared 
and starting their engines is no more than a couple of flicks.  Starters are now allowed but only one 
person used.
Organisation was good with no delay in between competitors as one was leaving the circle another 
was walking into.  This was necessary as there were 48 flights in total to be flown and didn’t start 
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until 10.15.  This meant a tremendous 8 minutes and 7.5 seconds per flight slot, almost 7.4 flights an 
hour.  This level must be a record, or not far from.  One flight is a max of 7 minutes plus getting set 
up etc.  Quite remarkable.
The results of the first five were as follows

1st  John Benzing 1845.5
2nd Robert Kitley 1840.0
3rd Roy Cherry 1822
4th Glen Alison 1805
5th Peter Jackson 1795.5

As can be seen very very close, I put it down to the excellent weather?  Due to non stop judging I 
didn’t have time to take photos however I did manage to snap a couple.

                          
The crowd scene    Roy Cherry leaving circle John Allcock readying

                          
Paul Winter        Eddie Sharpe’s model

                        
John Ash’s model                                                        Roy Cherry diddling
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                            A brace of Cardinals (Spot the structural difference)

                               
                                   A cheerful Robin Soanes 

Eaglet from Geoff Northmore

   Seeing the Eaglet rubber plan in last month’s 
issue I thought these photos might be of interest. 
Some 4-5 years ago I was sent a mutilated copy of 
a published enlarged (47" wingspan) i.c. powered 
K.K. Eaglet. Deciding to have a go for electric I 
was able to lighten the structure and generally 
"improve' certain aspects of the over engineered 
structure. The result is a tissue covered, 3 channel 
radio, Speed 400 plus gearbox powered model 
that is a delight to fly. At this time the original 
NiCad battery pack has been replaced with a 1500ma 3 cell LiPo and the extra power allows a much 

better endurance. As I normally fly smallish models 
in 5-6 minute sessions 3 flights are normally 
available before a change of battery becomes 
necessary. The model will stall turn, loop and roll, 
but spinning is not possible - just a wing snapping 
spiral dive is possible if you're daft enough to let it 
happen. Good fun and a clean airframe at the end of 
the day as a bonus. 
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Middle Wallop  Dec 2 2007 Coupe Europa International 

F1G, Vintage Coupe d’Hiver. Middle Wallop, Nr Andover, SO20 8DY. Contact David Beales on 
0208 858 2714 or addickab@aol.com or Martin Dilly on 0208 777 5533 or 
martindilly@compuserve.com 

Quick line from Raymond “Dickie” Bird

I was interested to see the picture of the Allard. Many years ago I was with the RAFGSA in 
Lincolnshire but when on leave in Sussex, I would visit the South Down Gliding Club at Firle 
Beacon. Sid Allard was a member of the club and an early Allard chassis was used as a winch cable 
recovery vehicle. It was interesting, to say the least, driving it over the chalk downland.
Also, I've ordered a Russian Mills replica. I'll let you know how it is.

Another plan - Keil Kraft Cadet

If anyone has any plans preferably down to A4 size, I’m running out, that can be easily reproduced 
and you’d like to share, please send to me for future inclusion. Some of the ones I use are from 
Replikit kits. JP.

 http://www.greenairdesigns.com/replikitnew/catalog/index.php
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Peter Branigan

Back in the August issue I 
included a couple of 
pictures/articles regarding 
The Smoothie, Thunderbird 
etc but completely omitted 
to include the following 
plan kindly sent by Peter 
for the Pow Wow so here it 
is and apologies to Peter. 
(I’ve given my self a severe 
thrashing.)

Epsom Downs Sunday 21 October 2007

Having to make a trip back to Wallington over the weekend of the 21st until the following 
Wednesday I decided there would probably be an opportunity to do a bit of flying.  As usual with 
three in the car and enough supplies and goods to fill a warehouse I had to yet again take something 
compact.  Decided the best bet would be the Mini Super that I could fly at Epsom Downs.  The latter 
bit, (Epsom Downs) was a good choice the model was not.  I went up on the Sunday and the sun was 
shining, a little drift, no more than a 2 miles an hour or so, in other words perfect for free flight. 
How annoying is it when you get something easy wrong like model selection.  Still there were three 
hardy Aeromodellers there taking advantage of the great weather.  Here are the photos.

                       
David Beales with his own-design P-30.         Peter Michel’s model.  “It is my own vintage
First time out.                                                 coupe d'hiver, by Michel (no connection)
                                                                       Etienvre.  Known as “The Etienvre” it is in
                                                                       my, opinion, the best of the bunch.”
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                                                                         Robin Willes readying his Ajax

                   
Ajax flying with the greatest of ease             David Beales about to test glide his Wakefield – 
                                                                     Simon.  So called a Simon (Late 40’s) as it is
                                                                     a simple design

                   
Simon ascending                                                        Ajax again

                   
Simon descending 
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As a contrast Epsom Downs about 78 years ago!              Peter Michel about to wind up
I’m always amazed at the formal attire that prevailed 
until the late 50’s, exception of course P E Norman

                                
Paul Eisner launching his Camelot electric glider 12 5000 mah cells that gives sufficient 
power for 1 minute 40 seconds. That’s all I know, well I did know more but can’t recall, apart 
from it goes up very quickly!

KK Falcon

As you will have gathered from my photos of the KK Falcon and remarks about wanting to build one 
I have a thing about the model.  I thought it would be a 
good time to include this photo scanned from Phil 
Smith’s original (my grateful thanks to Phil) of Squadron 
Leader Peter Hunt.  This 
model later appeared as 
the Falcon with a few 
minor changes. Phil’s 
notes on the photo are as 
follows “Squadron 
Leader Peter Hunt with 
R/C model Eaton Bray 

1946  Full of relays all home built Pre – Cossor days”
S/L Peter Hunt also wrote, I personally don’t know how many 
books, magazine articles etc but I do have 1942 and 1944 original 
paperback books of his called Radio Control for model aircraft, the 
one scanned here being the 1944 edition.
Since writing the above Phil Smith has yet again very kindly written 
these additional notes: - The photo of Sqn. Ldr Peter Hunt, taken at 
Eaton Bray in 1946 when I was working at Dagra with the Russell 
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organisation (if you can call it that) better known as Aeromodeller!  Peter served in the R.A.F. in the 
early part of the war (before Dunkurque – I see in my old atlas that it’s spelt Dunkirk) flying Fairey 
Battles bombing bridges between Belgium and Germany!
He was working in the offices of the Aeromodeller at a house called ‘Brooklands’ in Leighton 
Buzzard (later became the Borough Council Offices).  He was responsible for the electric round-the-
pole demonstrations at the Dorland Hall exhibition 1945/1946.  The model in the picture is of course 
the Shereshaw ‘Cloud Cruiser’ – before it was borrowed to become the K.K. Falcon by Albert 
Hatful!

Tomboy league for 2007

The season finished with the competition held at Cocklebarrow.  Here are the final league results, 
supplied by Tony Tomlin, no doubt there will be greater detail and more written over the next few 
months from organisers and participants.

1st  Stephen Powell 76 points
2nd Tom Airey 70 points
3rd David Boddington 62 points
4th Tony Tomlin 48 Points
5th John Strutt 38 points
6th Mervyn Tilbury 36 points
7th John Bourne 24 points
8th Derek Giles 22 points
9th Chris Giles 20 points
10th George Ford 14 points
11th Paul Howkins 12 points
12th David Stock 8 Points
13th Tony Coulson 6 points         League winner Stephen Powell holding his Tomboy
13th Ted Tomlin 6 points
15th Richard Bavin 4 points
15th James Parry 4 points 
15th Geoff Stubbs 4 points
18th Colin Shepherd 2 points

Control line meeting

As a final last minute note Wimborne MAC (Dorset) will be holding a general C/L day at the 
Cashmoor site on this coming Sunday 4 November 2007.  Further details from myself – JP  01202 
625825.

With the main flying season now over and no doubt poor weather to enjoy for a few months the S&T 
content could get a bit sparse so if anyone has anything interesting in the form of 
photos/articles/anecdotes etc and you’d like to share with the whole world then please send to me for 
inclusion. JP
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